The search engine for a better world
Gexsi is a purpose-driven search engine.
Your search requests generate revenues. We use
these revenues to support projects which
positively tackle our society’s greatest challenges.
www.gexsi.com

Every two weeks a new project –
with your web search you support the
17 UN-Sustainability Goals (SDG)
Search with better data protection –
we protect you and your privacy
Join a community that makes the world
a better place!

It’s easy as 1-2-3
1.

You use Gexsi for your daily web search

2.

The sponsored ads generate income for Gexsi

3.

Gexsi uses the income to support social projects
www.gexsi.com

« Financing SDG projects while searching the web?
Brilliant! Change begins in everyday life. »
Rebecca Freitag, UN Youth Delegate for Sustainability

Certified B Corporation

100% Transparency

Charitable Framework

Environment

We form part of a global community of people using business
as a force for good.

We provide full transparency
about our flow of funds and
how we support projects.

Gexsi is foundation-owned;
100% of the profits remain
within a charitable context.

We have our own environmental
guidelines, such as using CO2neutral web servers.

The search engine for a better world!
www.gexsi.com

10 reasons to switch to Gexsi
Save the world

Become part of the global SDG movement for a better world
#globalgoals #UNsustainabilitygoals

Every single person counts

Your actions directly contribute to the success of the project
supported by Gexsi!

Your Environment

You contribute to topics that are relevant to you: Environmental
protection, equal rights, sustainable living, etc.

Simplicity

Changing the search engine to Gexsi takes less than 60 seconds
and costs no money

No sacrifice

The integrated Google links ensure that you still have instant
access to all of Google’s familiar features

Do good all the time

It feels good have a positive impact every day without any effort

Curiosity

Every 2-3 weeks we surprise you with new Social Entrepreneurship projects and their very own story

Good mood

Let yourself be inspired by the daily Good News and be put
into a positive mindset

Next Generation

We stand for a modern approach to making the world a better
place: social innovation instead of charity

Reduce your digital footprint

You leave fewer traces on the internet and protect your privacy
when using Gexsi

5 advantages for Gexsi partner organisations
Organizational culture:
You promote a positive spirit in your organization
We share positive ideas / good news as well as inspiring stories
of the supported initiatives
Employee commitment:
Your whole team is involved
Every individual contributes to the success through their search
queries (financing of promising projects)

Data Security:
Your organization leaves fewer traces on the net
Gexsi makes it hard for third parties to create personal user
profiles
Contact us:

hello@gexsi.com
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Communication + Reporting:
Your organization is a visible part of the SDG movement
Your commit�������������������������������������������������
ment offers a variety of communication opportunities (label “We use Gexsi”, Impact Reporting)

Cost:
No CSR budget required
Setting up Gexsi is free and works within seconds

Projects supported by Gexsi
OneDollarGlasses

Gexsi label for Organizations
Set up Gexsi as your standard search engine in
your organization and use our label

Conflictfood – Bring about peace

Sirplus – Saving food
Shiriki Mikro – Solar kiosk

App against Plastic Waste
myclimate Mountain Gorilla Project

Samaki Aquaponik – Sustainable fish farming

Good deeds every day – make Gexsi your search engine!
www.gexsi.com

